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Reduction of Vibration Levels on Pedestrian Bridges by Tuned Mass Dampers

Project Example – The “Zabia Kladka” Bridge / Wroclaw

1. Introduction

Low natural frequencies and low system damping are typical characteristics of wide span 

pedestrian bridges which are, therefore, often sensitive to dynamic loads, especially when 

excited in resonance. The resulting bridge motion will not only reduce the comfort when

passing the bridge but may in the worst case even damage the whole bridge. With tuned 

mass dampers (TMD) it is possible to increase system damping of the bridge and to reduce 

the amplification of resonance-excited bridge motion in a major way, mainly in the frequency 

range below 3 Hz. 

A TMD consists of a vibrating mass, its size is a certain percentage of the total bridge mass, 

and in its simplest case supported by helical springs with parallel viscous dampers. The 

natural frequency of the TMD is tuned to the natural frequency of the bridge for which system 

damping has to be increased. The principle of a TMD is simple. If vibrations are excited in 

the bridge the TMD will vibrate too, but with a certain phase shift relative to the bridge 

motion. This phase shift of motions will lead to a compensation of inertia loads resulting in a 

decrease of bridge motion.

The following paper will provide the results of a TMD application to the “Zabia Kladka” 

pedestrian bridge in Wroclaw in a cooperation of the Politechnikum Wroclaw and GERB 

Vibration Control Systems Germany. A theoretical analysis is going to be compared to the 

practical results. The improvement after the installation of a total of three TMD is shown.

While the a.m. pedestrian bridge is from the beginning designed to cover all static 

requirements, a dynamic analysis showed that the bridge is clearly sensitive to dynamic 

loads. Not even damage by such dynamic loads could be excluded. Measures were, 

therefore, necessary to reduce the expected response of the bridge to such dynamic loads.



2. Structure of the Pedestrian Bridge

The “Zabia Kladka” pedestrian bridge, crossing the Oder river in Wroclaw, was modified in 

2002. It is now a suspended steel structure bridge with wooden planks on walking level. This 

walking level of the bridge is about 50 m long. The mass of the bridge is about 40 tons. The 

following pictures show the geometry and an actual picture of the bridge.

Figure 1 Geometry of the new pedestrian bridge

Figure 2 Picture of the bridge after the modification

3. Results of Measurements on the Bridge before the Installation of the TMD

When the bridge was finished it was extremely sensitive to vibration excitation. Already 

normal pedestrian traffic resulted in clearly sensible and visible bridge motion. When 

deliberately excited in the middle of the bridge respectively in the quarter points by one or 

several people bridge motion reached amplitudes up to ± 130 mm at very low system 

damping. Measured frequencies were about 1,3 Hz respectively 1,6 Hz corresponding to the 

first and second natural frequency of the bridge. The time history in figure 3 shows the very 

low modal damping of less than 1% for these modes.



Figure 3 Free vibration test – Time history of bridge motion before installation of the TMD

Figure 4 shows the mode shapes of the a. m. dominant natural frequencies which had been 

found already in modal analysis. Both mode shapes show only vertical amplitudes. No major 

displacements in lateral direction of the bridge were found.

a)

b)

Figure 4 Results of a modal analysis – mode shapes for natural frequencies a) 1,33 Hz, b) 
1,64 Hz

4. Results of a FEM-analysis

A FEM-analysis war performed to design proper TMD for different load cases. Target of the 

TMD design was the reduction of bridge response motion at limited relative amplitudes 

between bridge and TMD. Basis for the TMD design was the load case “vandalism” which is 

the deliberate excitation of the bridge by a group of people.

The FEM modal for the analysis was based on the results of the earlier measurements.



Figure 5 shows the mode shapes resulting from the FEM-analysis, earlier found to be 

dominant for this bridge. They correspond very well to the measured mode shapes shown in 

figure 4.

a)

b)

Figure 5 Calculated mode shapes for the natural frequencies a) 1,3 Hz and b) 1,6 Hz
   (The pictures show also the zero level of the system.)

5. Description of the TMD

As a result of the analysis it was recommended to arrange TMD in the middle of the bridge 

and in its quarter points. All TMD are basically the same, different only in the size of mass

and the tuning frequency. The mass of the TMD in the quarter points is 900 kg. They are 

tuned to the natural frequency of 1,3 Hz. The mass of the TMD in the middle of the bridge is 

1000 kg. This one is tuned to a natural frequency of 1,6 Hz. The TMD consists of:

• Several steel plates as the TMD mass. By adding or removing such plates the 

natural frequency of the TMD can subsequently be modified.

• Helical springs with the required stiffness.



• Viscodampers® for the necessary TMD damping.

Further on these TMD are equipped with elastic stoppers to limit TMD motion and to prevent

- in case of extreme motion - a damaging of the bridge.

Figure 6 is a picture of the TMD.

Figure 6 Picture of the TMD.

6. Results of Measurements on the Bridge after Installation of the TMD

After installation of the a. m. TMD the sensitivity of the bridge against vibration excitation was 

greatly reduced. Subsequent measurements showed that even in the load case of 

“vandalism”, which is the deliberate excitation of the bridge by a group of people, no 

amplification of bridge motion was experienced any more. Max bridge motion is now of the 

order of ± 10 mm since system damping of the bridge was significantly increased by the TMD 

as the time history in figure 7 shows.

Figure 7 Free vibration test – Time history of bridge motion after installation of the TMD


